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through fine dies to produce fragile 
"\vire." 

'l'his was an enormous improvement 
o\-e1' the old-style carbon filament, thanks 
to the fact that tungsten, with a melting 
point of 1,350 degree Centigrade, will 
stand more heat than other metals and its 
vapor tension is so low that even under 
tremendous heats its volatile decompo
sition is slow. Tungsten even in this 
form made so good a lamp that it  saved 
the American public a billion dollars a 
year on its electri c  light bilL 

But filaments of those days could not 
withstand the slightest j ar during the 
process of manufacture. They necessarily 
could not be strongly mounted in lamps. 

Pure tungsten on the other hand drawn 
into filaments can stand �lmost anything. 
For one thing it is one of the 
heaviest metals. \Vhereas wrought i ron 
weighs 490 pounds per cubic foot, and 
lead 708 pounds, tungsten t ips the beam 
at 1,193 pounds. Its tensile strength is 
startlingly high. After i t  has been worked 
down to drawn wire of about a thou
sand th of an inch diameter its tensile 
strength is no less than 600,000 pounds 
per square inch of cross section. This 
i s  greater than the best piano wire. 

To produce tungsten from sheelite 
or wolframite the ore is fused with al
kali carbonates and the fusion dissolved 
in water. This may be changed to tung
stic oxide by adding acid. The oxide, a 
yellow precipitate. is then filtered off. 
The tungsten oxide is purified to any 

, desired degree by dissolving it in am
mon ia and then precipitating by adding 
acid,  followed by filtering and washing. 

To use tungsten in lamp manufacture, 
it is dried, mixed with thorium nitrate 
solution and then thinned with water into 
a batter. This is dried and heated at 
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit for an hour in 
a silica or fire clay crucible to agglom
erate the fine particles into coarser ones. 
This mixture is reduced by hydrogen at 
1,800 degrees Fahrenheit into tungsten 
metal powder. 

The reduced tungsten powder is poured 
into a steel mold which is a slab whose 
face bears a groove a quarter of an inch 
wide and deep. Under hydraulic pres
sure of 16 tons per square inch this 
groove full of powder is pressed into an 
ingot 16 by % by 14 inches. The pressure 
has been exerted on the sides of this i n
got, not the ends. The ingot at this 
stage is too fragile to handle. 

The slug next goes into an electric fur
nace where it is baked at about 2,400 de
grees Fahrenheit. Now it is strong 
enough to handle. It  is then sintered i n  
a hydrogen atmosphere, the bar being 
heated for 10 to 15 minutes to about 
5,000 Fahrenheit by the passage of an 
electric current through i t. 

The bar though brittle when cold is 
ready to be worked. It is heated to 
about 2,800 degrees Fahrenheit, and 
passed through the revolving dies of a 
swaging hammer which reduce its size 
and produce it  in rods growing smaller 
and smaller and necessarily longer and 
longer as the metal goes through one 
swaging after another until it gets down 
to a diameter of three hundredths of .an 
inch_ It is now a metal that is duct ile 
and its strength has increased with 
leaps and bounds so that at a diameter of 
three hundredths of an inch it can stand 
a pull in the proportion of 215,000 pounds 
per square inch of its diameter. 

But it  is still too large for lamp fila

ments, though wound on drums it appears 

hardly coarser than linen thread. So it 

starts into the process of being drawn 

down by successive stages through dia

mond dies of smaller and smaller sizes 

to any degree of fineness needed. On the 

drawing machines it unwinds from the 

feeding spool, passes through a lubricant, 

runs through a small gas furnace to at

tain red heat, negotiates the infinitesimal 

"eye" in the fragment of diamond clamped 

in its course, and is wound on a receiving 

spool ready for use. 
Various of these fine sizes of tungsten 
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wire are used for lamps of wide range 
of powers, the finest of them all being 
used for the tiniest of lamps such as 
"bug-lights" on automobiles and in flash 
lights. The diameter of this is  0.004 of 
an inch. It  i s  six times finer than human 
hair. The original pressed ingot 16 inches 
long would produce more than 250 miles 
of such wire. 

Tungsten wire thus produced i s  what 
has made the incandescent lamp the thing 
of power and service i t  i s  today. 

The metal is  worked in various othf'r 
ways for its various other uses, but it 
never could have been had not Dr. 
Coolidge spent years in experimenting 
with it beyond the point where the scien
tists and metallurgists of the world had 
written the word "impossible." 

Gas-Filled Tungsten Lamp Patent 
Sustained 

I N a  carefully considered opinion writ
ten by Judge Hough, the U. S.  Circuit 

Court of Appeals in New York, sustained 
on June 2nd, the Langmuir patent No. 
1,180,159 for the Gas-Filled Tungsten 
Lamp. This lamp is the i nvention of Dr. 
Irving Langmuir, the well-known scienti st 
in the Research Laboratory of the General 
Electric Company, which owns the patent. 

While several claims of the patent 
were in suit and sustained by the Court, 
the commercial nitro-tungsten lamp is 
well described i n  the following claim of 
the Langmuir patent, which is one of the 
claims held to be infringed by the de
fendant's lamp : 

"An in,candescent electric lamp having a 
filament of tungsten of large effective diam
eter and a bulb or globe therefor filled with 
dry nitrogen at a pressure as high or higher 
than that corresponding to 300 millimeters of 
mercury, the filament being thereby adapted 
for operation at a temperature higher than 
that which i t  would have i f  operated In a 
vacuum at an efficiency of one watt per 
candle, "  

The Court recognizes, as did the in
ventor, that a tungsten filament was not 
new with Langmuir, and that others, in
cluding Edison himself, had previously 
suggested the idea that a gas such as 
nitrogen might be introduced into a car
bon filament incandescent lamp, but all 
such attempts to carry out that idea had 
been complete failures. Such suggestions 
the Court aptly characterizes as the his
tory of "hopeful suggestion," and points 
to the fact that in 1913, when the Lang
muir invention was made, so eminent an 
authority as Alexander Siemens regarded 
the vacuum tungsten lamp as the last 
word in glow-lamp lighting, without hopf' 
of any lamp i mprovement thereupon which 
might be of economic importance. The 
consequence of Edison's failure to find 
any u tility in a gas-filled lamp was that 
lamp makers, the world over, remained 
convinced that the better the vacuum the 
better the lamp. Dr. Langmuir worked 
out his idea from the scientific standpoint, 
and the production of the gas-filled tung
sten lamp was not only a scientific 
achievement but a revolutionary idea in 
practical lamp m aking. 

After reviewing the technical theories 
advanced from time to time in regard to 
certain phenomena in incandescent lamps, 
the Court sums up its conclusions as 
follows : 

"To us it 'seems fairly certain that both the 
commercial and the theoretic arts had been 
put on. the wrong road by Mr. Edison through 
the disclosure of his patent No. 274,295 when 
in 1883 he proposed to fill a cal'bon filament 
bulb with an 'inert gas,' viz. , nitrogen, at a 
pressure of about two-thirds of an atmos
phere and stated as one of the means of his 
hoped for success that 'the filament before 
cal1bonization may be reduced to a 8maller 
cross section than usual heretofore in order 
to produce reduction of radiating surface.' 
This was unquestionably wrong and we fall to 
find any suggestion in the evidence regarding 
the scientific discussion and theoretic state
ment that before Langmuir any scientist dis
closed to the world that in the nitrogen tilled 
bulb the loss by convection would 'be diminished 
and a working compromise reached between 

Making Nitroglycerin * 

in a Hercules Plant 
The man who makes n i troglycerin in 
a Hercules Plant i s  the personification 
of concentration .  No rai lroad engi

neer pays closer attention to his sema

phore signals than does he to the ther

mo meter of the nitrating tank_ From 

the mom ent when he begins to feed 
glycerin into the acid in the tank until 
the operation is  complete the thermom

eter is his  gui de . 

It is i m portant that the temperature of 
the mixture i n  the tank be kept uni
form . If glycerin is added too rapid ly 
the temperature rises, if too slowly i t  
falls. So with e y e  on therm ometer and 

hand on valve controlling the glycerin 

flow, the Hercules "N.  G. " maker fol

l ows the process minute by minute un
til its completi o n .  

To just such watchful care as this is 
the uniform high quality of Hercules 

Explosives largely due. The men who 

work in  the twelve Hercules plants 

realize the importance of the great 

tasks performed by H ercules explo
sives. As a result, wherever these ex

plosives are used-in the building of 

railroads or highways, in the m ining 
of metals and m i n erals,  to increase the 

crops on a farm or d ig the foundation 
for a city hotel -thei r giant  power I S  
never found lacking. 

H ercules Explosives are always de

pendable - uniform in quality, high 
10 power. 

HEJtCULES POWDER,. CO. 
Ch.cago 
Pittsburg .  Kan. 
San Francisco 
Chattanooga 

St . Louis 
Denver 
Salt Lake City 
Pittsburgh . Pa. 

New York 
Hazleton. Pa. 
Joplin 
Wilmington. Del. 

* Nitroglycerin is made by combining, in ex
actly the proper proportions, glycerin with a 
mixture of nitric and sulph uric acids. The 

combination lakes place in a tank equipped 
wit h  brine coils (for cooling purpos es) and 
agitators which ins ure thorough agitation.  

HEl{,CULES 
POWDEJtS 
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Insurance 
Against Delays 
Any moto r m ay stall-any car I!et stuck in mud-any one of 
a dozen m inor accidents halt you on the road - perhaps 
miles fro m the nearest I!aral!e . But no m atter when or 
where you're stranded, any autoist is sportsman enough to 
give you a pul l ,  if  you've al ong a 

BAS LI N E A UTO W LI N E  
You caQ depend on the " Little Steel Rope with tbe Big Pull " to haul you 
o�t of trouble every time. Made of famous Yel low Strand Wire Rope.  
wIth patented Snaffle Hooks that attach instantly and securely.  I t ' s  the 
original wire rope tow line . Fits under seat cushion. With it you can pull 
out of a ditch or mudhole on your own power. At dealers . $6.95 east of 
Rockies. 
POWERSTEEL AUTOWLOCK. also m ade of Yellow Strand Wire Rope. is a 
safeguard against stealing of car or spare tire. Has sturdy spring lock that 
can't be picked . At dealers . $2 .80 east of Rockies. 
POWERSTEEL TRUCKLINE, . .  big brother " to Autowline. is for extra · heavy 
towing.  Retails.  eaBt of Rockies, at $11 .30 with plain hooks;  $12.75 with 
Snaffle Hooks. 
BRODERICK & BASCOM ROPE CO., ST. LOUlS:- NEW 

Manu/actur,,.s 0/ Celebrllted Yellow Strand Wire Rope
Used in hundreds 0/ Mines , Oi/fie/ds, Shipyards, etc. 

100 % WIRELESS 
Af A GA ZI NE 

Cleartone Phonographs 
$4.00 to $200.00 Reta i l  

Oar SUD$Y?'85 ��t. ,yf.it; e�:;t''lo�:_7��h::ra�: 
The magic of wire1_ ;. 

caIlina; You can DoW bear 
wirel... phone talk aad 
receive __ from Eu. 
rope. All about tbeoe and 
hundreds of other import. 
ant tmna. of interest to the 
amateur are in the Radio 
Amateur News. The and biaaest wire-

mallazine in U. S. Over 100 ill_bOIlS, 56 
bill pall" and OYer 60 article .. 

Notbinll but wire_ 
One copywillconvince you 
On aU neWIIIaDda2Oc,$2.00 
a and Foreip 

Send for fr_ 
oample. 

Radio bate1l. ... 237 F.tt .. Street N_ Tork • 

Ol":.��:30�!d�� �e:e�!i. �:p:&�nJ:!� at reaaonabIe prices. . for our 840.w:e cataloRUe. the onlJ one of Its 
A:ab�f: .. I=r�::r rOO d�u.e;;,�t·�b:n� Parts. 

LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH COMPANY 
EXI.ort Uept. 4G'f, E. 1�t.1I St.reet, N. Y., u. s. A. 

JEWELRY WO R K  AND ENGRAVING 
salary and your 
always in demand 

or you can start In busl· 
neas for yourself. At 

BRADLEY INSTITUTE 
The greatest school for .atehmakera in tb. world. Ad· 
�'=r1��w.I.o·l::le��·:; �: formation. Alao teacb Optic. and Instrument ReDair. 

A New. Complete Book for Owners' U .... Repairmen and Operators 

Motor Boats and Boat Motors 
DESIGN-CONSTRUCTION-OPERA TION-REPAJR 

Written by a corps of ezperta, edited b7 
VICTOR W. PAcE. M.E. 

SZt Pues (6s9). 372 s-;.IJy Made Eqn'finp ucI C_plote Worm, Ora" 
Price. $4.00 ; by mail. $4.20 

T��o!:'m�e��NI��taI�u�t�!t!�� 
a
��::;te,,���I��YJ'= °J����t.=�e� 

with boat design and construct.lon, design and Installation of all types of marine en· 
gines and gives expert advice on boat and engine maintenance Bnd repair. Not only Is boat construction 
fully treated but every needed dlmeuslon Is given tor building from complete, yetaimple plans and con· 
structlon Is considered step by step. Everything from the selection of the lumber and laying out the lJoat 
mold. to the Illlish of the completed craft Is outlined In detail. The boats described bave been built by 
the author and the plans are right. The book has also 

A Special Chapter on Seaplan .. and F1yina B_ta 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN PUBUSHING CO.. 233 Broadway. New- York 

that loss and the gain In filament life by 
Increasing the 'efl'ectlve size' of the filament 
itself. 

"The. patentee was also the first to establish 
another crucial and IlImnlnating fact, viz., that 
with a tungsten filament, nitrogen of ordinary 
or commercial dryness was worse than useless. 
There Is no evidence that any one before 

Langmuir had even suggested that in order to 
prevent a bulb·blackenjng fatal to the success 

of any lamp, the removal of water vapor not 
only from the gaseous filling but from the bulbs 
and filaments themselves must be carried to an 
extent theretofore unused, if not un,dreamed of. 

"In short it was not through Isolated ex. 
perimen ts, bu t by correlating deductions from 
many of them, that the patentee produced in 
1913 a lamp which, in the larger sizes, can 
operate on the usual 1 1 5·volt circuit with an 
efficiency as low as a half a watt per candle. 
. . .  Not even the laboratory problem had been 
solved before this patentee did it ; and we 
hold with the lower Court that invention was 
present." 

While thus sustaining the patent on 
certain claims and against a specific con· 
struction found to infringe, the Court 
points out that the patent may possibly 
hereafter be construed to cover filaments 
other than tungsten and gaseous fillings 
not named in the speCification of the 
patent. 

Right Foundation for Our Roads 

T HE United States Bureau of Public ·
Roads and the Federal Highway Coun

cil are jointly conducting a national in. 
quiry to obtain scientific information 
concerning the characteristks of road
building soils. The cooperation of thir
teen highway d istrict engineers has been 
obtained, 20 sample bags and tag en
velopes having been supplied each engi
neer for shipping samples of highwav 
soil to Washington. 

Road failures attributable to unstable 
foundations are possible of elimination 
by pursuing either of three alternatives : 
By having the road surface thick enough 
so that the pressure will be suffiCiently 
distributed to the underlying sub grade or 
so that the surface due to inertia may ab
sorb much of the shock of traffic ; by de
signing the slab so as to insure adequate 
strength over the soft subgrade ; or by 
improving the drainage systems to ex
elude the moisture in dangerous quanti. 
ties from soils having very low bearing 
value due to the presence of water. 

The nation-wide research as to the 
speCific reasons for failures of highways 
involves the illspection of "break·do\vns" 
due to inferior subgrades, whether at
tributable to inadequate drainage or to 
peculiar soil conditions. Samples of one 
cubic foot each are taken from the suh
grade, photographs made describing the 
failure, and exacting information fur· 
nished relating to topography, preferably 
in the form of cross-sections and profile 
of the road in the viCinity of the under
mining influence . .  Notes are to be writ
ten describing . the character of the fail
ure, the apprOXimate amount of traffic, 
drainage conditions, . the presence of 
water·bearing strata or other influences 
that may be responsible for the wet con· 
di tion of the subgrade. 

An auger I lh inches in diameter is sug
gested by the Bureau of Public Roads as 
a convenient instrument for exploring the 
underlying subgrade, useful information 
being obtainable by observing the texture 
and condition of moisture of 'the soil at 
varying depths. How the water reached 
the subgrade-wl1ether by vertical or 
horizontal capillarity. through seepage 
strata, from the surface, etc.-is to be 
emphasized as essential data. If the 
soil at the surface is wet, very compact, 
dense and dry below, the chimces are 
that the water penetrated the subgrade 
from the surface and was forestalled 
from release by the underlying imper
vious layer. If the underlying layer of a 
wet subgrade is moist and porous, and 
it in turn is underlain with compact 
pervious clay which is dry, the sugges
tion o ccurs that the porous layer is a 

seepage stratum through which water is 
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flowing and is rising to the top of the 
subgrade by vertical capillarity. 

"It is perhaps true that all soils have 
adequate bearing value when the amount 
of water in them is kept to a sufficiently 
low percentage," says the Bureau of Pub
lic Roads, "or it may be possible that 
certain soils will be susceptible of treat
ment which will render them of higher 
bearing value than they have in theh
natural state. 

"It is obvious that if we are to ad
vance our ideas regarding road construc
tion we must begin with the road founda
tion and must gain accurate information 
as to what properties of soils make them 
good or poor soils for foundation pur
poses. With tbis knowledge in hand we
will then be in a better position to

' 
say 

how the road should be designed when 
it is to be laid on these particular soils 
or possibly how we should treat . the sort 
when its characteristics are known in 

order to increase i ts bearing value." 

New Metal Alloy 

DURING the war an I talian engineer. 
Adolfo Pouchain, after a series of 

experiments succeeded in producing a new 
alloy of zinc and copper, which has been 
gi�en the name- "Biakmetal." This alloy 
qUIckly demonstrated its usefulness in 
Italian industry, and by reason of its 
speCial qualities promises to attain sim
ilar success throughout the world. Biak
metal has aroused considerable interest in 
I taly, and we are told by one of the 
large manufacturers that his metallur
gists have made every effort to determine 
i ts exact composition, but without success. 

From a small beginning the demand 
for Biakmetal has increased to such an 
extent that a new company has been 
formed to carry on its manufacture. The 
industrial value of a product which is 
stronger than steel and less corrosive 
than copper is evident, and it is claimed 
that B iakmetal, which has passed 1:Ihe ex
perimental stage, possesses these quali
ties. Tbe most important characteris
ti

.
cs a re sta ted to be as follows : ( 1 )  The 

hIghest known breaking point ; ( 2 )  the 
highest limit of elasticity ; ( 3 )  perfect 
homogeneity ; ( 4 ) hig'll resistance to 
thermic action ; and ( 5 )  high resistance
to chemical a ction. 

In the matter of strength, comparisons 
have been made between different gl"l(les 
af Biakmetal and copper, brass, and can
non bronze, which showed interesting re
sults. Among these, tests were made of 
rods of various kinds of metal to deter
mine the weight and size required to give 
a -tensile strength of 500 kilos. The re
sults .of these 1ests were as follows ( fig
ures III parentheses represent the diam. 
eter of the rods 1ested, in millimeters, and 
the other figures, the weight of the rods 
in kilos per linear meter ) : Copper ( 12.6 ) .  
1.126 ; brass ( 9.5 ) ,  0.616 ; cannon b ronze 
( 10.3 ) , 0.723 ; Biakmetal, No. 3 ( 6.3 ) .  

0.271 ; Biakmetal No. 6 ( 8.4 ) , 0.178. ( Mil
limeter, 0.0937 inch ; .meter, 39.37 inches ' 
and kilo, 2.2046 pounds. ) 

, 

The�e figures indicate a surprising su
periorIty on the part of B iakmetal. Where 
Biakmet:al No. 3 is used tJhe same 
strength is obtained with a diameter and 
a weight considerably less than those of 
rods of other metals, while with rods of 
Biakmetal No. 6, of a diameter less than 
other metallic rods, the weight may be 
reduced to a small fraction of tha

'
t of 

rods of other metals. 
Biakmetal is extremely well adapted 

for almost any kind of manipulation. It 
can be successfully cast. turned. drawn, 
forged. rolled, and stamped. While its 
development is still in progress, it has 
already proved especially useful in aero
nautic and marine construction on ac
count of its light weight, its unusual 
strength, and its aDticorrosive qualities. 

In its different forms it may be substi
tuted for steel, brass, and aluminum, and 
for eertain uses has important advantages 
over these metals. 
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